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Moon Bitcoin is one of the most profitable and reliable faucets out on the internet with
different types of bonuses.

 

Bitcoin faucets are basically websites or apps that reward users with a small amount of bitcoin when
they complete tasks. There are hundreds of free bitcoin faucets available online, so it can be difficult
to find a profitable and valuable platform.

 

However, there are a few that have emerged as completely legit faucet platforms. Among them, one
of the most prominent and popular sites is Moon Bitcoin.

 

In this article, you will find out the complete review of this Bitcoin faucet. Let us look into this
review in detail.

 

What Exactly Is Moon Bitcoin?
Moon Bitcoin is a popular free Bitcoin faucet that lets its users receive rewards for completing
surveys and tasks. It is a popular and most used bitcoin faucet on the internet.

 

Moon bitcoin was introduced in the year 2014. This is a free system that operates on ads. Moon
Bitcoin is a faucet that allows earning BTC, Bitcoin Cash (BCH), Dogecoin (DOGE), Litecoin (LTC),
and Dash. Moon Bitcoin allows the customers to maintain a little balance every 5 minutes.
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How to Register in Moon Bitcoin? A Step-by-Step Guide
You can get registered with Moon Bitcoin with the steps given below:

 

Step 1: Create your wallet at Coinpot to withdraw your own rewards.

 

Step 2: Register by visiting the official Moon Bitcoin website, Here put your Coinpot email address
and click on the “Sign up” option.

 

Step 3: “Sign in” to your Moon Bitcoin account and get started.

 

Step 4: Start by viewing other tweets to earn free Bitcoins.

 

With regard to the withdrawal time, Moon Bitcoin is one such website that does not limit the
withdrawal speed. It enables one to maintain your earnings every 5 minutes. You can check further
information at the Moon Bitcoin live Website.

 

To recover the Moon Bitcoin password, Click on the “Forgot my password” option. Then enter your
personal information and user id after which you can reset your password.

 

5 Ways to Earn Bitcoins on Moon Bitcoin
There are 5 different bonuses offered by Moon Bitcoin which can be listed below:

 

1) Loyalty Bonus: This is the bonus given to the users that have claimed their Bitcoin reward for
consecutive days. The users that follow this process get an additional 1% for claiming their bitcoin
rewards for consecutive days.
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2) Offer Bonus: This is the bonus given when you complete any surveys or offers on the Moon
Bitcoins offerwalls. For every survey or offers completed within the last 30 days, you will receive
a 5% bonus added on every faucet claim that you make.

 

3) Referral Bonus: This is an excellent way to earn Moon Bitcoin cash for referring new users to
the system. For each active referral that you make, you get a 1% bonus added to each of your claims,
up to a maximum of 100%.

 

4) Mystery Bonus: This is a unique bonus that typically pops up on the bottom page and offers the
users to claim free Bitcoin. The rewards in the bonus may range differently.

 

5) Mining Bonus: This is an optional bonus offered by Moon Bitcoin to users that allow their
computers hashing power. For this, you need to tick the “Run Mining bonus” Option, the website
increases your CPU usage by 10-80% and further increases your rewards.
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Pros and Cons of Moon Bitcoin
Pros

The Moon Bitcoin faucet does not require any fees to be paid, thus you can sign up with no
initial cost.
You can claim the mystery and daily loyalty rewards once per day
An excellent option for potential income sources.
The reward system is simple to know which helps people to easily understand how to claim
rewards and prizes.
Moon Bitcoin is available in English, which is a common language that people can understand
and helps in knowing how the system works.

 

Cons
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To obtain more rewards, you would need to watch several ads which can be annoying
There are certain negative comments about the system where the users are unable to claim
their rewards.
The rate of the rewards in Moon Bitcoin fluctuates quite a lot.
Moon Bitcoin works based on ads and visitor traffic.
You need to have more referrals to obtain more rewards from Moon Bitcoin.

 

Is Moon Bitcoin Legit or Scam?
Moon Bitcoin is a completely legit Bitcoin faucet on the internet. It is a highly reputed and trending
faucet. It is one of the most reliable faucets out there and has never been associated with any scam
or any fake behavior.

 

Moon bitcoin website has a Large visitor base. This allows the advertisers to make high payments for
display ads and thus providing visitors with ensured payouts and free bitcoin.

 

The business has strong individuals throughout the world. Their Alexa worldwide
rank is 5,633 making it one of the very visited and trusted Bitcoin faucets out there.
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Bottom Line
Moon Bitcoin offers a unique approach where you can claim whenever you want. This means that
you can choose to collect coins at intervals chosen by you (Minimum 5 minute wait) rather than
waiting for a specific period of time.

 

In this system, if you are active and have a good number of referrals you can earn a decent number
of coins every day. So, if you are considering an option of making money by watching the ads and
taking the surveys, Moon Bitcoin is a perfect and legitimate platform to consider.
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